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May 8, 2017  

Discussion Notes 

 
A new website housing all DMWG collateral is now available at arccorp.com/dmwg.  

 

1. Welcome and Introductions 

 Shelly Younger, Manager, Settlement Products 

 
The success of this working group is demonstrated by the commitment of everyone in the room today. Thank 
you to those who have been aboard from the beginning that continue to return each and every time. A very big 
welcome to those who are joining us for the first time today. They have seen some of the results this team has 
delivered and want to assist in continuing this effort. It is meaningful and positive that the size of the group 
continues to grow. Let’s continue to deliver quality results for the industry on memos. (See participant list page 19) 

 
2. “We Have Come a Long Way Baby” & State of the Debit Memo Union 

  Shelly Younger, Manager, Settlement Products 

 
Let’s review the major milestones and accomplishments that have resulted since the inception of this group in 
2013. (See slide 7 for complete list) 

 
Key Highlights 2013-2016 

� Reduced TRS fee 
� Obtaining flight manifest to defend against chargebacks 
� Debit memo reason codes 
� Development of Best Practices  
� Memo Analyzer 
� Enhancements to AMM 

 
State of the Debit Memo Union 2016 

� 7% increase in memo volume  
� 1 carrier with a significant reduction in memos in 2015 had a onetime event 

submitting back dated items into the system   
� 5.3% increase in overall transactions that could result in a memo 
� 1 memo for every 305 tickets issued through ARC 
 

� Breakout by Category  - Count 
� Commission   22% 
� Chargebacks  17%  
� Fares and Taxes  19% 
� Other   19%  
� Refunds   14% 
� See Attachment     7% 
� Fees      2% 

 
The “Other” category should decrease when sub reason codes are in production. However, there may be a slight 
increase as each carrier is on boarded until the mapping for that specific carrier is adjusted.  
 
 

� Breakout by Category  - Dollars 
� Commission     8% 
� Chargebacks  34%  
� Fares and Taxes  14% 
� Other   19%  
� Refunds   14% 
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� See Attachment  10% 
� Fees      2% 

 
 

� 1.7% increase in transaction count (MCOs are not included) 
� Transactions that could have resulted in an ADM decreased.  
� Huge rise in MCOs and debit memos 
� 29% increase in chargebacks* 
� 21% decrease in fares and taxes*  
� $1 of memo value for every $581 in ticket value   

 
* POST MEETING NOTE:  Please see Shelly’s post meeting e-mail for a detailed update to the 
Chargeback figures.  The ADM allocation has changed (not the ADM totals) for 2015 based on the 
implementation of the Debit Memo Standard Reason Codes for 9 airlines at the beginning of 2017.    

 

See Slides 19 and 21 for category breakouts by count and dollars with the new standard reason codes. 

NOTE:  Please see updated YOY category changes reflected on new slides*.  

 

* POST MEETING NOTE:  Please see Shelly’s post meeting e-mail for a detailed update to the 
Chargeback figures.  The ADM allocation has changed (not the ADM totals) for 2015 based on the 
implementation of the Debit Memo Standard Reason Codes for 9 airlines at the beginning of 2017.    

 

*** 

� Closure rates and GDS referrals     
� 92%  average closure rate down from 99.6% in 2013 (Note: 2016 closures are still in 

progress) 
� The highest categories by percentage are memos closed in IAR and closed by carrier  

 
� Memos referred to GDS 

� $8.1 million dollars in 2016 (2016 still being closed)   
� 5.3% of memos referred to GDSs 

 
Status Change by Agent 

� On average agency opens a memo in 0-14 days (open could be the first status 
change, could pay it before opening it etc.) For the majority of memos some type of 
action taken between 0-30 days. 

 
DMWG: Can the first status change be matched side by side with the closed item? Is it possible that a good majority 
of the initial status changes are chargebacks? These statistics include all memos combined together. Please break out 
by type, ex. average age of 1st dispute – 15-30 days, 0-14 could be chargeback when it goes to the carrier as 1st 
dispute. 
 
Note: “Dispute” does not mean sent to GDS - “Forward” to GDS is not a dispute  
 

Average # of days Carrier response to 1st dispute  
� 65% - carrier response in first 30 days,  

 
DMWG: Agent will pay and dispute. Item goes into pending status and then it shows closed which prevents carrier 
from responding to the dispute. 
 

� Average # of days for agent to give access to a GDS  
� 15-60 days covers items in AMM. If sent to GDS outside of AMM, ARC cannot 

track it.  
� Dispute limits set by carrier  
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� 3 is the number set by the majority  
 

DMWG: What are the volume and types of memos by carrier that fall into a dispute category? What is the number 
of debit memos where the carrier did not respond at all? If it goes into inactive status does that count as disputed? 
Assume it would not be included because the carrier would have to activate it?  
 
ARC Action Item: Provide the requested data. 

***** 
3. 2017 DMWG Vision and Upcoming Goals  

Shelly Younger, Manager, Settlement Products 

 
Does the existing vision statement need to be refreshed?  
  

• Reduce invalid debit memos 
• Reduce the complexity of the debit memo process 
• Facilitate communications between industry partners around critical debit memo issues 

 
The DMWG agreed to strike “invalid” from the first bullet with a consensus that the goal is the reduction of ALL 
memos. 
 
2017 Goals 

� Address fare filing issues: 
o Category 16 - Free text 
o Ticket designators and auto priced vs manual priced tickets   

� Establish set of debit memo best practices by December 2017  
� Map an additional 20 carriers to the new standard reason codes 

 

ARC Action item: DMWG has requested a more aggressive date of September 2017 for the issuance of best 
practices 
 
4. Chargeback Subgroup Update 

Jennifer Watkins, Director, Credit Card Services and Fraud Prevention  

Kevin Haag, Manager, Credit Card Services 

 
The goal of the subgroup is to reduce chargeback debit memos and improve the chargeback management process.  
 
Current focus on reducing chargebacks via: 

• 3D Secure (Verified by Visa, MasterCard SecureCode, etc.) 
• Card Acceptance and Fraud Prevention Education 
• Continue to improve credit card statements so cardholders can recognize transactions 
• Authorization related chargebacks 
• Advocacy 
• Analyze memo manager data to identify key drivers of chargebacks 

 
Improve the Process 

• Chargeback management education for carriers and agents 
• Deliver chargebacks to appropriate people within the agency – need e-mail addresses! 

 
See slide 37 for detailed trajectory of chargeback memos*. This memo type continues to increase.   
One reason may be EMV (chip) cards introduced in October 2015.  Other countries where chip technology was 
introduced saw significant increase in card not present fraud. Card not present merchants, including travel agents 
and airlines, are likely experiencing the increased pressure to employ new and more innovative fraud prevention 
strategies.  
 

* POST MEETING NOTE:  Please see Shelly’s post meeting e-mail for a detailed update to the 
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Chargeback figures.  The ADM allocation has changed (not the ADM totals) for 2015 based on the 
implementation of the Debit Memo Standard Reason Codes for 9 airlines at the beginning of 2017.    

 

 
As a reminder to new participants about the work that has been done. ARC has been successful in improving 
information provided on credit card statements to reflect agency name instead of just carrier name and successfully 
lobbied for credit card companies to accept compelling evidence. One carrier has been successful at reversing 45% 
of their fraud chargebacks by supplying flight manifests. This points to 45% of fraud chargebacks falling into a 
friendly fraud category where the cardholder was involved in the transaction and took the flight. 
 
As the mapping process continues and reason codes are added in AMM, ARC can see the reasons for the 
chargeback, which provides additional information we can use to identify additional opportunities to reduce 
chargebacks.  ARC will be digging into this data as we dig deeper into memo manager chargeback data. 
 
DMWG: Question about what is friendly fraud and a cardholder claims about not receiving a refund. 
ARC:  Friendly fraud occurs when a cardholder is the customer and is involved in the transaction. “True” fraud 
occurs when a fraudster uses a stolen credit card to purchase tickets. In both cases, the chargeback reason is coded as 
“Fraud”.   A cardholder claim that they didn’t receive the refund they were due is actually a dispute over the terms 
and conditions. In this case, the question becomes “Was the customer provided with the disclosure of the terms and 
conditions of the sale prior to completing the sale?”  Can proof of such be provided? This can present challenges at 
the point of sale. Having terms and conditions is not a remedy for a “refund not received” type chargeback, but can 
be presented as compelling evidence to support the dispute. 
 
 
DMWG: If a ticket is issued on a bad card by an agent and the passenger exchanges it at the airport, what happens? 
ARC: It would be helpful to look at the specific scenario, but most likely the agents will receive a debit memo for 
the initial transaction.  The airline is responsible for the exchange transaction. 
 
 
DMWG: I receive a chargeback, contacted my customer, and they said they did not charge it back. 
ARC: The credit card issuer may initiate a dispute if they can’t locate a valid approval code and there is another 
problem with the account, such as non-payment.  This is known as a technical chargeback.  Agents are encouraged 
to obtain a new payment from the customer. 
  
  
DMWG: Is there data as to whether or not the travel industry has a higher rate of chargebacks compared to other 
industries?  
ARC: We’ve seen presentations from card brands that provide fraud or chargeback rates across industries.  The 
travel industry is generally not the highest, but is generally higher than a retail, face-to-face industry.  We have 
many of the same challenges as other card-not-present event ticket merchants.  Some other merchant types such as 
those that provide software downloads have additional challenges that results in higher fraud and chargeback rates. 
 
DMWG: When carriers receive chargebacks, depending on the card brand, the cardholder name is not provided.  . 
To attempt to reverse the chargeback they must provide flight manifest associated with the ticket and hope the 
cardholder is one of the passengers. It would really help carriers if the cardholder name were provided on the 
chargeback. 
ARC:  This is probably the number one issue we are working with Visa and Mastercard to change.  We realize it is 
a huge pain point for airlines. To date, their position is that the cardholder name is Personally Identifiable 
Information (PII) and can’t be provided.   
 

3D Secure  

- Has been in existence for 15 years, but not widely adopted because of negative impact to the cardholder 
experience at checkout, leading to “shopping cart abandonment”.  Some merchants report that recent changes 
to 3D Secure make it much more attractive than it was previously.   

- See slide 42 – Cardinal Commerce is the largest provider of the merchant interface used to support 3D Secure.  
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They partner with issuers and merchants (in this case OTAs) to provide the authentication interface.  Through 
the interface the customer is directed to the issuer to validate their identity via a PIN or a one-time use code, 
and the OTA gets the authentication response.  From there the OTA feeds data into the GDS for inclusion in 
the authorization message.  The authorization response is returned and the GDS provides data on the SPRF file 
to ARC, who outputs the data to the airline’s credit card acquirer/processor. 

- ARC completed its work to support 3D Secure. GDSs are working on it, and have communicated to us their 
plans to be ready to test as early as the 3rd quarter of this year.  Agents that want to use 3DS are encouraged to 
contact Jennifer or Kevin, and their GDS. 

 
DMWG: Agents have concerns about airlines that are using 3D Secure, specifically in situations where the agent is 
acting on behalf of their customer on the carrier website.  What can an agent do when the carrier prompts them for a 
PIN? 
ARC: 3DS is a customer facing authentication process and only works when the customer is participating directly in 
the transaction online.   Any transaction where an agent is taking an action on behalf of the customer, will not work 
if the carrier is employing 3D Secure for the transaction. .Agents are encouraged to reach out to Jennifer or Kevin if 
you experience this problem.  We can work with the carrier to attempt to identify a way forward. 
 
Chargeback Management  
ARC’s vision is to provide a method to respond to a chargeback and therefore avoid the debit memo. The goal is to 
take carriers out of the process of managing chargebacks, but providing an interface where chargeback data is 
received directly from the credit card company and the agent has an opportunity to provide supporting 
documentation directly.   
 
One big challenge is that frequently the carrier has the information necessary to reverse the chargeback in the form 
of a flight manifest. Some carriers already provide agents with an opportunity to respond to chargebacks and the 
agents are very happy with the process. Another challenge is that carriers are attempting to get the correct agency e-
mail contact information ARC is implementing changes to the carrier dashboard on June 15, 2017 which includes 
the provision of agency emails addresses. The hope is that this will help address this challenge. 
 
Next Steps  
Looking beyond 3D Secure for OTAs, how can that infrastructure be leveraged to help non-online agencies? 
 
ARC is working with Cardinal Commerce to identify opportunities to leverage the 3D Secure infrastructure for non-
OTA transactions.   
 
In general, our industry has some challenges around face-to-face transactions although the volume is small. Chip 
card technology has been developed by the credit card companies to reduce fraud in a card present environment. In 
our industry agents don’t have chip card readers in their offices, however and a vast majority of transactions are 
card-not-present.   
 
Agents are trying to determine how to protect themselves. 
 
ARC: There isn’t a quick and easy answer.  A key focus has been on educating agents about the risks of fraud and 
the tools that are available to them to manage that risk.  We continue to see new opportunities to help the industry 
reduce fraud and chargebacks. 
 
 
DMWG: Are online booking tools participating in 3D secure meetings to build the tools and best practices?  
ARC: The major OTAs have been involved in 3D Secure discussions from the beginning so they can understand 
what is required to support 3D Secure in our industry and what they need to do. 
 
Next Steps 

• Given that OTAs have a higher rate of fraud and chargebacks than other agents, continue to drive the 
changes necessary to support 3D Secure. 

• Encourage carriers to provide chargeback reason data which will allow us to identify what is driving the 
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debit memos.  We expect the driver is fraud, but want to confirm. 
• Fraud? 
• Authorization related? 
• Service or Terms and Conditions related? 

• Evaluate chargeback data to attempt to identify what is driving the increase and develop plans to address it 
directly. 

• Step up fraud prevention and chargeback management education efforts.  Provide agents with information 
about fraud prevention tools at the point of sale.  This includes partnering with GDSs, credit card 
companies and other third parties. 

• Make agency e-mail addresses available to carriers. 
• Advocate on behalf of the industry to make changes to chargeback management to improve win rates.  

 
5. Fares and Taxes Subgroup Update 

Paige Blunt, Manager, Settlement Industry Relations 

 
• Endorsements 

• Amadeus, Travelport and Sabre all gave insight into their processes for adding endorsements 
• Changing Taxes Manually/FCMI box 

• Sabre – Offers format to exempt (agency is responsible to validate exemption) taxes in an 
auto priced quote and the FCMI code does not change 

• Travelport –FCMI changes from “0” to “2” but the fare is still guaranteed 
• Amadeus – FCMI changes from “i” or“0” to either “m” or “4”, but the fare is still 

guaranteed 
• GDS Training 
• Need to determine next steps for this group 

 
DMWG: If I have to ticket and I need to make a change to the taxes only, my FCMI code is going to change. Can 
the GDSs provide instructions on how to save the FCMI and keep it from changing?  
 
ARC Action Item: Research/Request GDS instructions.  GDSs have provided above information about how their 
system will change the FCMI, but will still guarantee the fare.  ARC to check with Sabre about changes to taxes (not 
exemptions which were discussed above). 
 

***** 
  
Refunds and Exchanges Subgroup 
Paige Blunt, Manager, Settlement Industry Relations 

 
How are carriers managing and auditing exchanges? See slide 47 for some carrier examples for UA and DL Note: 
AA was inadvertently deleted from this slide and will be added back when the deck is posted to the website. These 
examples show a memo review before issuance or no memo issuing if there is a discrepancy found between 16, 31 
and 33. 
 
DMWG: Thank you AA, DL & UA for not issuing memos in these circumstances. How is ARC going to manage 
these types of transactions with carriers that are not participating in the working groups? 
ARC: ARC will work these into the best practices and publish to all ARC participating carriers. 
 
DMWG: Filing CAT 33 is a good step but the actual automation to do the refund does not exist. This is still an issue 
for the GDS user. There is no tool to tell you the refund amount, no tool to provide cancellation fees (e.g. processing 
a refund in some GDSs). There is no automation to obtain the cancel fee, unlike an auto reissue. Is there a possibility 
in 33 to file the cancel fee so it would calculate it? It is technically a refund penalty and for IATA that comes out 
first and the remainder can go to a voucher, original fop, etc.  
 
DMWG: Has each GDS implemented CAT 33 the same way?  
ARC: Functionality for a specific GDSs has to be discussed offline. A process across all GDSs can be discussed 
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here.  
 
DMWG: There are implementation plans between carriers and the GDSs. Although many are filing CAT 33 we still 
need the functionality. If we decide in this group to work on something but functionality is not there, aren’t we 
wasting our time? 
 
CAT 33 is processed for some airlines by some GDSs. Step 1 - ATPCO files CAT 33. Step 2 -Airline works with 
GDS.  
 
DMWG: How will ARC move airlines to participate in the CAT 33 process, i.e., including it in the best practices 
may not be enough. Is there a list of carriers that are filing CAT 33 that can be shared? Is the filing of a CAT 33 
available for view in the GDSs? Some GDSs proactively send alerts that a new carrier has been activated. Can ARC 
also display this information? 
ATPCO Action Item – Determine whether there is a list for public view that can be shared with the DMWG.  
 
DMWG: Fare rules with notes in CAT 16 (ex. 8 pages of notes). Were footnotes discussed as well as footnotes 
override a rule? 
ARC: We have to be careful with terminology. Free text notes are not coded and therefore cannot be automated.  
 
DMWG: Is there something that carrier sees in a GDS that agents do not see?  
ARC: This subgroup will research and update the full DMWG on the issues noted above. 
 

***** 
 
6. ARC Memo Manager Update  

Sarah Sager, Manager, Revenue Recovery  

 
It is ARC’s goal to deliver enhancements in a more agile manner. In 2017, updating the technology platform and 
memo reason mapping are critical priorities. To move forward on any further enhancements, ARC will need to 
reengage the subgroup to get ad hoc feedback on proposed changes (ex. quick email of proposed screen shot with 
feedback needed ASAP) and continue to meet to validate requirements.  
 
DMWG Action Item: Contact Sarah Sager at ssager@arccorp.com if you would like to participate on this 
subgroup. 
 

Current Status Memo Reason Mapping 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9 carriers on the completed list are now in Memo Analyzer. By year end 20 new carriers are projected to be in 
production in Memo Analyzer. Thank you to the IATA team that has shared completed mappings with ARC. It is a 
reciprocal collaboration and mapping is shared from ARC to IATA as well. 
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Please see slide 52 for a detailed example of the new mapping of reason codes in Memo Analyzer.   
To map the memo reasons, ARC does a key word search and assigns the categories. If there is an extra space or typo 
etc. it will not map. Moving forward Memo Manager is transition to Lucianne Leighton’s group because it’s a 
settlement product. Memo Analyzer will stay with another group because it’s a BI tool. 
 
DRS and AMM will be explored to see if we can manage them in different ways and shape it in the manner that 
other people work, i.e. if you are in the system, you want to click a link to go to another tool like Memo Analyzer or 
vice versa should be there. Larger amounts of memos can slow performance if the tools are combined.  
 

DMWG: How will you manage ADMS with multiple reasons? 
ARC: The one that is most common is the highest priority. 
 

DMWG: Is ARC contemplating putting BSP data in Memo Analyzer? 
ARC: We are researching whether global data can be incorporated. 
 

DMWG: Can ARC think about getting the GDSs involved so if they are paying the item, the closure can be 
reflected accurately? 
ARC: Review scenarios with GDSs to determine next steps.  
 

**** 
7. DMWG Action Items Update 
      Shelly Younger, Manager, Settlement  

 
Here are the updates on pending action items. 
 

a. ARC Action Item: Standardize industry definition of Inactive vs. Closed or at a minimum educate the 
industry on what the difference indicates. Send list of items marked as “other” for review by the DMWG. 
 
Status: Being evaluated as part of best practices. 
 

b. DMWG Action Item: If you want to participate in these subgroups (refunds/exchanges and fares/taxes) or 
have a colleague in your location that is focused on one of these areas, please contact Paige Blunt at 
pblunt@arccorp.com.  

 
Status: COMPLETED 

 
c. ARC Action Item – Republish the enhancement list to the DMWG via survey monkey (include 

development estimates) to obtain prioritization feedback from the group.  
 

Status: COMPLETED. 
 
d. DMWG Agents item: Provide ARC with examples of verbiage from CATs 31, 33 and 16.              

 
Status: ONGOING 
 

e. DMWG Carrier Item: Review this item with the fare filing group within your organization and provide 
any applicable data to ARC on fare filings and footnotes as well as supply the names of any representatives 
from the fare area that would participate in a subgroup.  
 
Status: OPEN 
 

f. ARC Action Item: FCMI change from auto-price to non- auto-price. Determine a method of quantifying 
the size of this problem, ex. data from AMM or from participants in order to prioritize this issue. Numbers 
will be issued to the group when available.  
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Status: ONGOING 
 
g. ARC Action Item: Determine whether data can be pulled on all straight sales and see what has tour code 

vs. waiver code. FCMI codes are the source of the data so this has a close relationship to the tour code vs. 
ticket designator issue. Note: If it is solely stored in the pnr ARC cannot pull the data.  

 
Status: COMPLETED 
 

h. ARC Action Item: Send survey re: where the group would like to spend their time on the fare filing topics.  
 

Status: OPEN 
 

i. ARC Action Item:  Best practices will be documented in a digestible format and distributed to all with the 
intent of having more calls to define this area and work as closely with IATA as possible.  

 
Status: ONGOING 
 

j. ARC Action Item: Presentation on non-ADM ARC projects.  
 

Status: OPEN 
 

k. ARC Action Item: Obtain a statement from Delta participant to advertise this ATPCO training to others.  
 

Status: COMPLETED. 
 

l. ATPCO Action Item: Supply a brief synopsis of the dynamic pricing initiative to share with the DMWG. 
Ensure the ATPCO employee leading the dynamic pricing project is aware of the need to coordinate with 
the DMWG.  

 
Status: OPEN 

 
 

****** 
8. Fare Filing Topics 

Shelly Younger, Manager, Settlement 

 

a. Free Text 
  
Auto price tools do not read free text and agents receive ADMs for items in free text. What are options to address 
this issue? Solving the free text issue equates to delivering world peace – i.e., carriers simplify what is there and 
make arrangements with ATPCO to post it? Should the DMWG invest time in this? Enough data is not available to 
gauge the problem in an effective way to propose solutions. 
 
DMWG: Combine 16, 31 and 33 into one category so it forces everything to be consistent.  
ATPCO/ARC:  31 and 33 are very distinctly different. 31 has 80 lines of code per ATPCO therefore you would be 
reading a lot more than you do now. An example is private fare where the fare is not for air only. It may also advise 
that the customer should be prepared to show travel documents at time of departure. How can we from an airline and 
ATPCO perspective address this? This is a subset of the bigger picture issues around free text but it demonstrates 
that agents are chasing a lot of one of a kind things and don’t have resources to address them. 
 
ATPCO: Need board carriers to advise ATPCO that it is a priority to simplify free text. 
 
DMWG: We are not addressing the right audience at the carrier. The tariff groups are the decision makers in this 
area. 
ARC: Does the purpose of this group shift to put data together for the airline participants to take back to their tariff 
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group? Send email to international carriers with the samples? The data on debit memos is the data we need not the 
one off examples. 

**** 
Mini Break Out Exercises  

1. Should the DMWG continue with the Free Text topic? 

 
DMWG:  Consensus is yes.  
If the DMWG moves away from this topic, it will lose visibility and never be addressed  
� Engage fare filing departments & leadership from ATPCO pricing teams/Keep it Global - include IATA 
� Create subgroup with carrier fare reps, GDSs, ATPCO and IATA 
� Yes, move forward but more data is needed to make a decision, i.e. number of items, dollar value etc. Carrier 

needs to create a business case in order to move this forward to ATPCO. Cannot be done without this data. 
� Can’t address this with any proposed standardization or automation until we know the scope of the problem  
� Eliminate category 16 – that is old data that has not been cleaned up in years/ reduce excess verbiage in Cat 33 
� At a minimum, address it now as a best practice so the item has visibility. The best practice should separate out 

refund and exchanges. If carriers are placing general policies in this text, put it somewhere else – clean it up – 
GDS tools/automation needed so you don’t have to read all the text. 

**** 
2. Impact of Designator on FCMI 

Create New FCMI Code to indicate sole change is ticket designator?  

Or 

Carriers eliminate the requirement for a ticket designator? 

 
Issue: When the agent auto prices the transaction and then applies a manual ticket designator the transaction is now 
tagged as manually priced 

ADM Straight Sales - Fare Debit Memos   Aug 1 – Oct 31, 2016 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
FINDINGS:  For non-auto-priced transactions, ticket designators were identified on small percentage - anywhere from 3 to 16%. 

 
DMWG: If you apply the ticket designator in IAR does that affect it?  
ARC: No, only when you do it in the GDS.  
 
DMWG: If only the ticket designator is changing the GDS should maintain an auto price indicator. GDSs should 
agree to review these types of ADMs directly from the carrier prior to issuance to the agency. The GDSs should do a 
pre-review and evaluate whether it is or is not a valid FCMI change. Note: some carriers are moving it into OSI or 
tour code which would help avoid the debit memo while some agencies are hiring extra staff to do quality audits at 
the time of ticketing to ensure the designator is in the right location. Ticket designator, tour code, commission, 
waiver and certificate number can be changed in IAR. Then it would be an option to do the audit in IAR to avoid 
changing it to a manually priced ticket. However, you would now have to audit EVERY ticket in IAR. 
 
ARC: How can we move forward with this? 
 
DMWG: 

� Change automation rules and leave FCMI in place when only ticket designator changes  
� Would like more focus from the GDS when these are sent to them for review  
� Would like to have GDS accept the dispute when only the ticket designator changes  
� FCMI should not change. Place it in tour code box on OSI and add to IAR  
� Best practice education on carrier and agent re: routines set in place that don’t get information to the right 

department in the correct time line. 

Non-Auto Priced Auto Priced Auto Priced – With Conditions No FCPI Designation 

  

Total Memos = 5,013 

56.1% 

Total Memos = 2,192 

24.5% 

Total Memos = 1,691 

18.9% 

Total Memos = 40 

0.4% 
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**** 

Day 2 

 
1. IATA ADM Working Group Update 

      Amber Wan – IATA - Manager, ADM Management and Reduction Project 

 
Three weeks ago 60 participants in the IATA ADM Group met in Madrid. This group looks for global issues in 
common with the ARC settlement world so these can be given priority. For example, small technical changes, 
alignment with commission controls, one on one GDS Root Cause Analysis. 
 

� 2015 $2.3 million ADMs 
� 2016 $2.7 million 
� Average value per ADM – $251 dollars in 2015/ $213 in 2016 when BSP China added  
� 2016 is $2.4 million - if you back out BSP China /$234 dollars in 2016 

 
ARC/BSP comparison 

� 30% of sales are credit card but chargebacks are high volume as the largest ADM at 23 % compared to 
ARC  

� Fares and Taxes are the same percentage as ARC 
� Refunds and Exchanges are a higher percentage than ARC – many markets with separate rules for 

exchanges , complexity of the markets, regions, and local needs  
� A common issue with refunds /exchanges are fare filings etc. as discussed here yesterday 

 
**** 

 
 

Mini Breakout 

Cat 33 Rule Descriptions Displayed in Cat 16 
 
CAT 33 contains voluntary refunds and there is no automated text for voluntary refunds. What is in CAT 16 can be 
very different from CAT 33. Agents and carrier auditors don’t have visibility when they audit.  
Carriers, GDSs and Agents should collaborate with ATPCO to raise awareness and determine if this can be 
prioritized.  
 
DMWG: For ATPCO Board carriers, something like this isn’t strategic. If I want to code 33 that does not mean the 
text filed for 33 is the same as 31 or 16. 16 is out there for governments to view as well. Carrier may say it is more 
important to get automation straight then it is to improve text accuracy. It is more important to get the revenue 
management departments involved as they set the goal, while the “how” is determined by the pricing team. In some 
GDSs you can do an automated refund with CAT 33 but when it points to 33 it is diverted to 16. Published text is 
needed in 33. As long as there is text in 16 it currently cannot be avoided. Do an inventory to make sure 16 is 
aligned with 33. Cat 31/33 working group should ensure carriers don’t put anything in 16 that automation cannot 
handle. Is what is filed in 33 showing up in 16 as automated text? When 31 translates the text in 16. The best 
practice is if you use 33/31, mirror what is in 16. The audit is based on the text of Cat 16 and it is even harder if a 3rd 
party is doing the auditing. CAT 16 is the location for airlines to make clear what they expect as accounting. What is 
filed in 31/33 is not as clear. “Changes permitted” is all that appears in 33 sometimes. 16 would say “changes 
permitted” and outline the circumstances. When you deal with the revenue accounting at each carrier and the tool 
was built for the third party, which is the tool for them to verify what is right or wrong. Shouldn’t we focus on 
generalized operations at DMWG? It is difficult to see why CAT 16 is this group’s problem. It’s difficult to prove 
that the CAT 16 is the reason for the debit. 
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Mini Breakout 

CAT 16 

DMWG: Consensus is yes. 
 

� If the push does not come from us, the airlines may not pursue it. 16 and 31 are working for airlines but not 
for the customers. This could be a DOT matter. Is this a DOT matter that 16 and 31 are not aligned? 

� Option 1 is the way to go. When agents start to use automated refund tools they will see that they cannot 
research the ADM so it will be important to continue this. In order to make a decision we also need to 
know how many ADMS are issued for CAT 16.  It’s wrong for 3rd parties to use CAT 16 just because it is 
simpler. 

� Escalate this to the working group that is at ATPCO addressing Cats 31, 33 and 16.  
� We don’t have the right people here, especially international carriers. It would be helpful to get more of 

them to participate. 
� If we are spending a lot of money on this we need data. We don’t want to find out we are only curing a 

problem that has a small percentage of items. Get the data and put a sub group together. 
� No. DMWG should not pursue this. Since IATA and ATPCO are part of the DMWG they should take the 

lead to discuss it with the airlines. 
 
DMWG Action: Can a participant supply how many ADMs are received due to automated exchanges and then 
deduct CAT 31 items?  

 
ARC Action Item: ARC to collaborate with ATPCO, Carriers, GDS to push this forward. Additionally, determine 
whether all GDSs have the data that is requested above re: deducting CAT 31 from automated exchanges. 

 
**** 

 

Mini – Breakout 

YQ/YR 
 
DMWG has not supplied ARC with data on this issue? Does the group want this initiated as a separate effort given 
what we have on our plates already?  
 
DMWG: CAT 31/33 working group was on hold at ATPCO. Largest issue they have to address is eligibility of 
taxes and YQ/YR for refunds. They have started a special task force on YQ/YR. Since there are many tools, tax tool, 
refund tool, etc. need best practices as to where carriers should consistently house directions re: whether YQ/YR is 
refundable. Currently they don’t use the words YQ/YR and do not describe it as a carrier fee, tax, or fuel surcharge. 
If it is not in the rules, can the IAH list the taxes? It is in the GDS tax table. Is sharing the list of delegates to the 
ATPCO working group on YQ/YR appropriate? 
 
ATPCO Action Item: Determine whether the participant list for the YQ/YR working group can be shared with the 
DMWG.  

 

 

****** 

2. ADM Best Practices Update 
Paige Blunt, Manager, Settlement Industry Relations 

 
The goal is to set standards that should be incorporated into an effective and manageable ADM process, i.e., 
common sense practices. Sessions were held earlier in the year with the stakeholder groups in the DMWG.  
 

• Carriers – March in Salt Lake City 
• Agents – February in Denver 
• GDSs – April / May conference calls 

 
**** 
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Mini Breakout  

Common Themes – Best Practices 

 
� Centralized set of resources/regularly updated 
� Communication on fare filing with fare teams and audit teams within the airlines 
� Rule simplification – get the automation in production and push out the policies via automation. Anything 

that is manual today should be automated. 
� Current contact information for airlines and agents 
� Carrier sales teams should discuss contract effective dates with their technology teams and communicate 

dates well in advance to agents. 
� Improved carrier communication with time to program your systems (some are behind a fire wall and some 

are not, if you go to the carrier website directly) 
� Both agents and carriers should be taking responsibility for implementing and testing the contract terms 
� Carriers should minimize use of ticket designators 
� Agents should train on ADM issues to minimize them/use past valid memos (no consensus on whether 

training should be done by agent or carrier) 
� Carriers publish regular operations information/Create and publish ticketing and booking information on 

their website 
� Fraud prevention and remedies 
� Advance notice of chargebacks 
� Agents should document exceptions – ex. email from airline where agent is being advised to deviate from 

the rule 
� More uniform policies amongst the carriers. Today too many one offs that require training per carrier. New 

hires are told –“Here are the ADM policies for 200 carrier… good luck to you” 
� Chargeback advance notice  
� Clear and specific dispute responses 
� Consistency in application of memo issuance by third party and carrier audit teams 
� Training on GDS tools /automated exchange tools 
� Link to AMM 

 
DMWG: A good example for all to follow is the process followed recently by two carriers that over, rather than 
under, communicated on a change, with emails, corporate training material, economy training material, videos, etc. 
Additionally as a preventive measure train on branded fares. There are not a lot of ADMs with branded fares today, 
but there is a likelihood they will increase significantly as carriers continue to roll out basic economy, premium 
comfort plus etc. etc. 

**** 
Mini Breakout 

Auditing & ADM Issuance 

 
When should an ADM issue and what should the maximum time frame be? 
 
� ASAP is the best practice for issuance  with a maximum limit of 6 months from ticket issue date rather than 

last date of travel 
� Using ADM for all memos and dispute 
� ADMS issued to right ARC location within the organization - Consistency in listing the branch to which 

the ADM is applicable  
� Ability to sends ADMS to the GDSs 
� Carriers don’t know how each GDS uses FCMI or what FCMI they use 
� Standard reason codes/ Mapping of memo reason codes 
� More accurate data on memos, amounts, ticket numbers and see attachment 
� Chargeback and Fraud notification should be within 7 days 
� Link DRS and AMM 
� Standardization of the possible number of disputes and keep it in ADM 
� Break down memos by ticket – listing the ticket numbers and the values   
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� Template for contracts to be used – standardized language for the carrier 
 

 
ARC:  Is it 6 months from travel date or ticket issue date? 
DMWG: (Agents) Ticket issue date. 
 
 

***** 
 

Mini Break Out 

Research Communication & Response 
 

� Standardized carrier, GDS, agency response timelines 
� Escalation process with clear communication and response 
� See attachment should not be used to house the entire content of the debit memo, in lieu of filling out the 

fields 
� Contact numbers 
� Once you give GDS access to the memo, you don’t know what is happening moving forward. Would like 

all three way conversations documented for that memo. 
� Carrier should respond before sending to collection 
� Put memo reason in laymen’s terms not tech terms 
� Ability for agent to pay via AMM 
� AMM should create alerts when something has been added (ex. GDS response) 
� Link DRS and AMM / Link between DDS and AMM 
� Select a dispute button  
� Add list of correspondence or contacts within all GDSs 
� Require  3rd party vendor to follow what is eventually established as best practices 
� Agent should respond in 10 business days, carrier response in 30 days 
� Create an escalation process after 3rd dispute (carrier, agt and GDS) 
� Improve quality of responses with dispute communications 
� ADM needs to be enhanced to follow best practices 
� New ADMS should be acknowledged daily because it could be a chargeback 
� Carrier should respond prior to collection – dispute process goes back and forth, don’t hear anything and it 

goes to collection 
� If it is determined it is not the agents responsibility there needs to be some type of closeout process or 

pending status until it is resolved with the GDS and the airline 
� Include a best practice to do a key word search on chargeback fraud, credit card etc. to get to chargebacks 

quickly 
 

**** 
 

Mini Breakout 

Settlement and Payment 
 

� All parties (GDS, agents, carriers) should be using AMM 
� Allow GDSs to dispute a memo in AMM  
� 14 days to pay ADM, if GDS accepts dispute and is paying for the agent 
� GDS gives clear resolution to agency, i.e., who is paying - agency or the GDS 
� Carrier should close it in 14 days 
� Carrier should reduce the memo to the amount owed. Some carriers have to wait for the partial payment 

and then they reduce the memo amount by going in and offsetting the amount 
� One carrier is auditing business partner to see why AMM will not update their accounting system with 

partial payment 
� Agency should dispute the ADM before they make a partial payment 
� Overpayment – who has the money and who is owed the money – ex. Agency paid it twice and money is 
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due back to them – Carrier should issue a credit memo in 14 days to agency 
� If GDS overpaid, agent should get the money back for the GDS 
� Memo closure. Agency will get information from GDS that a memo will close then no further information 

comes. Is it going to be a payment, dispute accepted? 
� Dispute/Partial Pay – AMM enhancements- what should this customer experience be like? 
� Why would we make the GDS ability to pay in a certain time a priority? 
� Airline should change memo status to accurate status – close the adm 
� Duplicate payments – realize there is some linkage that needs to happen between Memo Manager and IAR 

with warning messages “… are you sure you want to pay this amount …”etc. and other alerts that there is 
money at issue 

� Want new code “Closed – Dispute Honored” 
� Stop memo from coming into AMM if it does not fit the GDS statute of limitations 
� Partial payments need to be addressed 
� Closed by carrier should indicate reason as to why it is closed 
� Carries should reconcile GDS payments – What is it for? 
� Partial payments can be made in AMM if there is an agreement between carrier and agent and that should 

extend to payment plans. “Payment Plan” should be a status. 
� ARC to encourage all carriers to use AMM 
� Stop issuing duplicate memos for the same ticket number unless for a different reason/Memo numbers are 

recycled/Don’t want to pay a duplicate memo twice in AMM 
� Credit memo issues instead of a refund to the customer’s credit card. Agent disputes it and says this was 

not the original form of payment. 
 

**** 
 

Mini Breakout 

Communication and Training 
 

� Carrier needs to ensure audit and sales teams are in agreement on terms of the contract 
� Agents should  learn from ADMS and train agents to prevent repetitive mistakes - modify systems as 

needed as quickly as possible 
� Agents should never accept verbal waivers 
� Enhancements – links between GDS and carrier and links to the carriers booking/ticketing policies 
� Get all internal departments within the carrier talking and aligned on what they can do to reduce memos 
� Ensure all training materials are up to date 
� Larger agencies may have better contacts and access to escalate issues 
� Establishing best practices with sub agents for AMM resolution and payment 
� Carrier should document a waiver code as well as the agent 
� If you are not given a waiver code, carrier should document that code was not given 
� Carrier should be looking forward to see if a proposed policy change could impact or increase  debit 

memos 
� Why do contracts need to be so complex?-  
� Who owns the training? ARC? Carrier? Agency? GDSs?  
� Make memo analyzer cost effective for smaller agencies or work it into their overall participation costs – it 

helps eliminate memos so it is a useful tool  
 

**** 
 

Mini Breakout 

AMM Enhancements 

� Want to see closure specifics 
� Three way communication 
� Add GDS to correspondence column. If they are the last to update the item, it should be indicated. 
� Add GDS as memo type 
� Schedule payments, i.e., I want to pay next week /not today 
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� Correspondence alerts 
� Ability to print the memo and have all the data on 1 page instead of 2 
� Export the correspondence on the memo from the outside – You have to go into the memo to see the 

communications 
� Want IAR to talk back to AMM when payment is in AMM – That requires communication between HOLS 

and CTDs 
� Home page – we would like memo reason listed there so we can filter by memo reason. If there is a spacing 

issue, we currently have carrier name and code today. Do we need both? 
� Why does a carrier deactivate a memo? Why do we have an inactive status? Eliminate the inactive status. 
� Updates on dispute accepted or dispute declined 
� Partial payment options 
� DRS link with AMM 
� Group action – flex field for more than one memo/flex fields are used on 50 memos 
� Carrier and agency communication with chat function to send an email trail  
� Allow agents to request Credit Memos in AMM 
� Where there is a ticket number provided pull in the FCMI code and store it in AMM 
� Allow carrier to open a closed memo and have the ability to reopen it 
� Alert to agent on any status changes 
� Enhanced reporting on payment history - who made payments/how payments made 
� GDS functionality with payment functionality/Ability to assign multiple memos to the GDS  in one 

stack/Group action 
� Copy of ticket uploaded to BSP  
� Add alerts for TRS when it is added to TRS -Alert to any changes after the date of issuance after they have 

already exported it 
� Links between carrier and GDS 
� Links to all carrier booking policies 
� Agents with a lot of independent contractors – Make payments on AMM by credit card – independent 

contractor credit cards are getting paid by the agency and then agency is paying the carrier. Chargebacks 
are a big issue here. 

 
DMWG: (1) On history tab, in the middle, the date is a day behind? (2) Time out for AMM and My ARC –you 
come back to AMM and you are timed out – time out is different between AMM, Compass and My ARC. 
 
ARC Action Item: We will research these and provide an update. 

 
 
DMWG feedback on Inactive Status 

 
� Need to keep track of the aging of the debit memo -use it to collect as well as ticketing relocation. Inactive 

status is the trigger for them to take action.  
� Sometimes it goes to inactive status while it is still being researched. Agent pays in IAR. Can a payment be 

added if it is in inactive status?  
ARC: No it has to be active. 

� Can we add enhancement to pay inactive memo  
ARC: It is already there. 

� Limit is 999. Can that limit be changed? Some have memos in legal collection and want to track them 
there. 

� Need status like “closed in collections” more than active or inactive for example 
**** 

3. Next Steps or results? 
� Facilitate communication between the industry partners 
� Continue to work within the current subgroups and/or determine whether any new group is needed based 

on the results above; ex. a fare filing subgroup has been proposed 
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**** 
 
The next DMWG will be held on October 17-18 in Washington. D.C. in conjunction with ARC’s Travel Connect 
conference on October 19-20. 
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